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contact between them increases intimacy among the members.
Face to face relations are commonly observed in small groups
like family, neighborhood etc.

2. The relationship is personal: In the primary groups the
interest of each is centred in others as persons. The relationship
disappears if the particular person disappears from it. The
relationship is non transferable and irreplaceable. The
relationship between the husband and wife is such that no third
person can replace any one of them.

3. The Relationship is Spontaneous: A purely primary
relationship is voluntary. It is not planned. It is not based on any
contract. Relationships develop between naturally. The
relationships that develop between the mother and child,
husband and wife are purely voluntary and spontaneous.

4. Small size: Primary Groups are smaller in size. Effective
participation of the members is possible only when the group is
of a small size. The character of the group tends to change with
the size. The increase in the size of the group will have negative
effect on the intimacy of the members.

5. Physical Proximity or nearness: Face to face relations can be
found only when members reside in a more or less permanently.
Seeing and talking with each other facilitates exchange of ideas,
opinions and sentiments. Physical proximity provides an
opportunity for the very development of primary groups.

6. Stability of the group: A primary group is relatively a
permanent group. Social ties deepen in time.

7. Similarity of background: The members of a primary group
must have more or less similar background. Each must have to
something to contribute, to give as well as to take.

8. Limited self interest: Members of the primary group
subordinate their personal interest to the interests of the group.
The common interest of the group is strong enough to control
individual interest. The commonness of interests provides
mental pleasure and contentment to the members.

9. Communication: Communication in the case of primary group
like family or children’s play group, for example is very quick
and effective. Direct face to face contact helps easy
communication between the members.

10.Direct Co operation: Direct co operation characterises primary
group. Members work directly and in cooperation with each
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other to achieve their common interest. Work is essentially ‘a
mode of sharing a common experience’. The group is a unity in
the performance of a function.

The meaning of secondary groups:

An understanding of the modern industrial society requires
an understanding of the secondary groups. The secondary groups
are almost opposite to primary groups. The social groups other
than those of primary. Groups may be termed as secondary
groups. Maclver and page refer to them as great associations. They
are of the opinion that secondary groups have become almost
inevitable today. their appearance is mainly due to the growing
cultural complexity.

Ogburn and Nimkoff say that the ‘groups which provide
experience lacking in intimacy’ can be called secondary groups.

Frank D Watson writes ‘the secondary groups is larger and
more formal, is specialised and direct in its contacts and relies
more for unity and continuance upon the stability of its social
organisation than does the

Characteristics of the Secondary Groups:

1. Dominance of secondary relations: Secondary groups are
characterised by indirect, impersonal, contractual and non
inclusive relations. Relations are indirect because secondary
groups are bigger in size and the members may not stay
together. Relations are contractual in the sense; they are
oriented towards certain interests and desires.

2. Largeness of the size: Secondary groups are relatively larger
in size. City, nation, political parties, trade unions, corporations
are bigger in size. They may have thousands and lakhs of
members. There may not be any limit to the membership in the
case of some secondary groups.

3. Membership: Membership in the case of secondary groups is
voluntary. For example, they are at liberty to join political
parties, international associations like the rotary club, lion club,
and business corporations and so on. However, there are some
secondary groups like the state whose membership is almost
involuntary.

4. No physical Basis: Secondary groups are not characterised by
physical proximity . Many secondary groups are not limited to
any definite area. There are some secondary groups like Rotary
Club and the Lion Club which are almost international in
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character. The members of such groups are scattered over a
vast area.

5. Specific Ends or Interests: Secondary groups are formed for
the realisation of some specific interests or ends. They are
called ‘special interest groups’. Members are interested in the
group because they have specific ends to aim at.

6. Indirect Communication: Contacts and communications in the
case of secondary groups are almost indirect. Impersonal
nature of social relationships in secondary groups is both the
cause and effect of indirect communication.

7. Nature of social control: Informal means of social control are
less effective in regulating the relations of members. Moral
control is only secondary. Formal means of social control such
as law, legislation, police, court etc are made use of to control
the behaviour of members.

8. Group Structure: The secondary group has a formal structure.
Secondary groups are mostly organised groups. Different
statuses and roles that the members assume are specified.
Distinctions based on caste, colour, region or religion, class,
language etc are less rigid and the greater tolerance toward
other people and groups.

Check your Progress

1. Define and discuss the characteristics of social groups.
2. Discuss the characteristics of primary groups.
3. Discuss the characteristics of secondary groups.
4. Write a note on the importance of social groups.

6.7 QUESTIONS

1. “An individual belongs to temporary and permanent groups
all through his life” – Discuss.
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7

ELECTRONIC COMMUNITY
(Net working)

Unit Structure

7.0 Objectives

7.1 Introduction

7.2 Types of Virtual Community

7.3 Social Network Services

7.4 Advantages of internet services

7.5 Disadvantages of internet services

7.6 Summary

7.7 Questions

7.0 OBJECTIVES

 To make the students understand about electronic community
(Virtual Communities)

 To bring awareness about the types of virtual communities.
 To understand the advantages and disadvantages of internet

communities.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

A electronic community is also called a virtual community
which is a social network of individuals who interact through
specific media, potentially crossing geographical and political
boundaries in order to pursue mutual interest or goals.

Virtual or electronic communities have come into existence
mainly after the explosive diffusion of the internet since 1990’s and
have taken the forms of social networking services and online
communities.

The traditional definition of a community is of a
geographically circumscribed entity (nighbourhoods, village etc).
Virtual or electronic communities of course are usually dispersed
geographically and therefore not communities under the original
definition. Virtual communities resemble real life communities in the
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sense that they provide support, information, friendship and
acceptance between strangers.

One of the most pervasive types of virtual community include
social networking services, which consist of various online
communities. virtual communities are used for a variety of social
and professional groups. It does not necessarily mean that there is
a strong bond among the members.

7.2 TYPES OF VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES

Internet message boards

An online message board is a forum where people can
discuss thoughts or ideas on various topics. Whenever the user
revisits the message board, he/she can make a response. Unlike a
conversation, message boards do not have an instantaneous
response and require that users actively go to the site to check for
responses.

Anyone can register to participate in an online message
board. A message board is unique because people can choose to
participate and be apart of the virtual community, even if they
choose not to contribute their thoughts and ideas. Registered users
can simply view the various threads or contribute if they choose to.
Message board can also accommodate can almost infinite number
of users, something a chat room is limited to.

Online chat rooms

Shortly after the rise of interest in message boards and
forums, people started to want a way of communicating with their
“communities” in real time. The downside to message boards was
that people would have to wait until another user replied to their
posting, which, with people all around the world in different time
frames, could take a while. The development of online chat rooms
allowed people to talk to whoever was online at the same time they
were. This way, messages were sent and online users could
immediately respond back.

Users can communicate as if they are speaking to one
another in real life. This “like reality” attribute makes it easy for
users to form a virtual community, because chat rooms allow users
to get to know one another as if they were meeting in real life.

Virtual worlds

Virtual worlds are the most interactive of all virtual
community forms. In this type of virtual community, people are
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connected by living as an avatar in a computer-based world. Users
create their own avatar character (from choosing the avatar’s outfits
to designing the avatar’s house) and control their character’s life
and interactions with other characters in the 3-D virtual world. It is
similar to a computer game, however there is no objective for the
players. A virtual world simply gives users the opportunity to build
and operate a fantasy life in the virtual realm. Characters within the
world can talk to one another and have almost the same
interactions people would have in reality. For example, characters
can socialize with one another and hold intimate relationship online.

In a virtual world, characters can do activities together, just
like friends could do in reality. Communities in virtual worlds are
most similar to real life communities because the characters are
physically in the same place, even if the users who are operating
the characters are not. It is close reality, except that the characters
are digital. Second Life is one the most popular virtual worlds on
the internet.

7.3 SOCIAL NETWORK SERVICES

Social network services are the most prominent type of
virtual community. They are either a website or software platform
that focuses on creating and maintaining relationships. Facebook,
Titte, and Myspace are all virtual communities. With these sites,
one often creates a profile or account, and adds friends or follow
friends. This allows people to connect and look for support using
the social networking service as gathering place. These websites
often allow for people to keep up to date with their friends and
acquaintances activities without making much of an effort on
Facebook, for example, one can upload photos and videos, chat,
make friends, reconnect with old ones, and join groups or causes.

7.4 ADVANTAGES OF INTERNET SERVICES

Internet communities offer the advantage of instant
information exchange that is not possible in a real-life community.
This allows people to engage in many activities from their home,
such as: shopping, paying bills, and searching for specific
information. Users of online communities also have access to
thousands of specific discussion groups where they can form
specialized relationships and access information in such categories
as: politics, technical assistance, social activities, and recreational
pleasures. Virtual communities provide an ideal medium for these
types of relationships because information can easily be posted
and response times can be very fast.
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Another benefit is these types of communities can give users
a feeling of membership and belonging. Users can give and receive
support, and it is simple and cheap to use. Economically, virtual
communities can be commercially successful, making money
through membership fees, subscriptions, usage fees, and
advertising commission, Consumers generally feel very comfortable
making transactions online as long as the seller has a good
reputation throughout the community. Virtual communities also
provide the advantage of disintermediation in commercial
transactions, which eliminates vendors and connects buyers
directly to suppliers. This eliminates pricey mark-ups and allows for
a more direct line of contact between the consumer and the
manufacturer.

7.5 DISADVANTAGES OF INTERNET COMMUNITIES

While instant communication means fast access, it also
mean that information is posted without out being reviewed for
correctness. It is difficult to choose reliable sources because there
is no editor that reviews each post and makes sure is it up to a
certain degree of quality. Everything comes from the writer with no
filter in between.

Identities can be kept anonymous online so it is common for
people to use the virtual community to live out a fantasy as another
type of person. Users should be wary of where information is
coming from online and be careful to double check facts with
professionals.

Information online is different from information discussed in a
real life community because it is permanently online. As a result,
users must be careful what information they disclose about
themselves to ensure they are not easily identifiable, for safety
reasons.

Now slowly we have transformed ourselves from more social
creatures into community creatures and it is the only way that
human evolution will be able to proceed.

7.6 SUMMARY

Sociology is the study of social life, its forms and
dimensions. Society is the largest distinguishable unit composed of
individuals. Society has structure and continuity. Societies have
taken different forms in human history and can be classified in two
ways : according to their modes of subsistence and according to
their patterns of social organisation. According to the first
classification we can divide societies into hunting and gathering
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societies, horticultural societies, agricultural and early industrial and
post industrial societies.

Man as a social animal, leads a group life. He belongs to
variety of social groups to collection of individuals who interact with
each other. The individual identifies with the group, influences it in
some cases and is influenced by it in others. The groups itself exert
strong pressure to conform to the standards and behavioural
patterns of the overall membership.

Groups, associations and institutions make up structural
fabric of society, the largest meaningful group to which one
belongs. However the most meaningful relationship is that which
exists between the individual and the primary group, a small close
and emotionally involved collection of people. Secondary groups
are formal, less emotional and less intimate. Secondary groups
include formal organisations with prescribed rules and duties.

Thus every individual’s development as a human being as
well as his existence depends upon his or her continued interaction
with other people. Throughout an individual’s life he or she belongs
to temporary and permanent groups which are organised for
specific or general goals.

Check your Progress

1. Discuss the characteristics of social groups?

2. Discuss the features of hunting and food gathering societies?

7.7 QUESTIONS

1. “Societies have passed on from one stage to another”-Discuss

2. Discuss the characteristics of primary groups and secondary
group

3. Write note on In groups and Out groups

4. What do you mean by electronic community- Discuss
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8

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS: CONCEPT AND
SIGNIFICANCE.

Unit Structure:

8.0 Objectives

8.1 Social institution: Meaning

8.2 Social stratification

8.2.1 Systems of stratification.

8.2.2 Functions of stratification

8.3 Religion

8.3.1 Elements of religion

8.3.2 Types of religious organization

8.3.3 Functions of religion

8.4 Summary

8.0 OBJECTIVES:

 To understand the concept of social institution.
 To understand the meaning and functionality of social

stratification.
 To critically look at the concept and significance of religious

institution.

8.1 SOCIAL INSTITUTION: MEANING.

A social institution is a complex, integrated set of social
norms organized around the preservation of a basic societal value.
MacIver defines institution as the established forms or conditions of
procedure characteristic of group activity. The recognized
established set of rules, traditions and usages of every organization
is referred to as institutions. Institutions are means of controlling
individuals with set rules and are there to satisfy the primary needs
of man.
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8.2 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION

In every society there is existence of some sort of inequality
based on income, occupation, education or hereditary status.
Throughout history societies have used some system of
classification such as kings and slaves, lords and serfs, rich and
poor, landlords and labourers, upper and lower castes etc. Social
stratification refers to a system of structured inequality which rates
and ranks members of a society based on select criteria and limits
access to wealth, power, privileges and opportunities. It is not a
classification of individuals based on their attributes but an
established system of classifying groups. E.g. caste system in
India.

Raymond Murray defines social stratification as “horizontal
division of society into higher and lower social units”.

Gisbert defines social stratification as “division of society into
permanent groups or categories linked with each other by the
relationship of superiority and subordination”.

8.2.1 There are 3 commonly recognized systems of stratification.
They are estate, caste and class.

The estate system of stratification was part of the feudal
system and prevalent in Europe during the middle ages. It is a
closed system in which a person’s social position is defined by law
based land ownership, occupation and hereditary status. The
estate system consisted of feudal lords, clergy, merchants and
craftsman and serfs. Wealth was concentrated in the hands of the
few who enjoyed hereditary status and prestige. On the whole the
estate system involved a hierarchical order based on hereditary
and social mobility was restricted.

The caste system represents a rigid form of stratification
based on hereditary status, traditional occupation and restrictions
on social relationships. Caste is hereditary, endogamous, usually
localized group having traditional association with an occupation,
and a particular position in the local hierarchy of castes. Caste as a
traditional system has the following characteristics:

a) Hierarchy
b) Hereditary status
c) Traditional occupation
d) Endogamy
e) Theory of pollution
f) Restrictions on social interaction and access to opportunities
g) Castes are localized groups
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The caste system is in a hierarchical order with Brahmins at
the top followed by the Kshtriyas, Vaishyas and Shudras. The dalits
are placed at the bottom of the hierarchy outside the fourfold
system. The status is ascribed determined by birth. In the old
system every caste followed a certain occupation which was
handed down from one generation to the next. Louis Dumont
believes that the three characteristics of hierarchy, heredity and
traditional occupation are linked by religious orientation. These are
not strictly in terms of power relations or economic domination.
Caste system follows endogamy where individuals marry within the
caste and in the past intercaste marriages were forbidden.
Relations between castes were traditionally determined by the
concepts of purity and pollution which asserted that lower castes
are polluting to the higher castes. Lower castes were denied many
opportunities such as access to public places, schools. Restrictions
were placed on their movements as even their shadows used to be
considered polluting.

While the above characteristics are attributed to caste
system in general, the ground reality states that the actual
functional units are the subcastes. Ghurye (1932) believed that
although it is the caste which is recognized by the society at large,
it is the subcaste which is considered more relevant by the
particular caste and the individual.

However today with industrialization, urbanization and
modernization traditional caste system has weakened though it is
used very often to meet political ends

Class system refers to the classification of people based on
their economic positions in society. Classes began to emerge as
individuals started amassing wealth; social classes are not rigidly
defined like estates and castes. It is an open system with increased
social mobility. Though individuals born in wealthy families and
influential families have better access to resources, class system is
based more on achievement than birth; the status is achieved than
ascribed. Sociologists rely on income, wealth, level of education,
type of occupation, material possession and lifestyle to classify
people into classes.

Stratification can also be based on gender. Historically
women all across the globe have been accorded inferior position in
comparison to men. Men have had and continue to have more
physical and social power and status than women in the public
sphere. Men hold public office, create laws and rules, define society
and according to feminists also control women. Though strides
have been made towards gender equality the position of women
still remains inferior. Much of the inequalities in the public and
private sphere are due to sexism- prejudice and discrimination
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because of gender. Fundamental to sexism is the assumption that
men are superior to women. Sexism has negative consequences
for women and has caused them to avoid pursuing successful
careers typically described as masculine. Sexism produces
inequality between the genders particularly in the form of
discrimination. Inequality and discrimination is found in the areas of
education, work and politics.

Gordon Marshal ‘Dictionary of Sociology’ defines age
stratification as system of inequalities linked to age. It refers to the
social ranking of individuals at different stages in their lives. Age
stratification separates people into three primary groups according
to their age; the young, the old and the rest. There is unequal
distribution of wealth, power and privileges among people at
different stages in the life course. In Western societies, for
example, both the old and the young are perceived and treated as
relatively incompetent and excluded from much social life. Age
stratification based on ascribed status leads to inequality. Our
society places an enormous value on a person's perceived age,
with major handicaps given to the very young and to the very old.
The very young are either not physically or mentally capable of
performing the required task, and the same is true for the elderly.
Since society requires that people be able to perform some level of
productive activity, those that cannot are viewed as a burden on the
system.

8.2.2 Functions of stratification:

a) Stratification constitutes a means of society’s getting some
of its essential jobs done by distributing different amounts of
prestige and privilege to various strata.

b) It regulates and controls human relationships in society.
Prescribed roles and role expectation norms and standards
of behaviour are involved in relationships with each stratum.
Stratification regulates and controls individual and group
relationships and participation. Inequality of opportunity or
non availability of facilities gives advantages to those in
higher strata and deprives those belonging to the lower
strata thus regulating participation.

c) Stratification in society has strong integrative functions,
serving to coordinate and harmonise units within the social
structure.

d) Stratification of society categorizes people into different
strata simplifying his relations with other people.
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Check your progress:

a) What is the meaning of social institution?
b) Discuss the systems of stratification?
c) Bring out the functionality of social stratification.

8.3 RELIGION

There is nothing in the world which has been the object of
such deep reverence and the centre of such severe criticism as
religion; it has been equated with salvation and characterized as
the opiate of the people. The sociologist is concerned with the
functions, social foundations and consequences of religion rather
than the truth or falsity of any given religion. The sociologist studies
the effect of religious beliefs and practices on the social and cultural
systems, socialization process and personality development. They
are concerned with the ways in which society and religion interact
and the effect it has on the individual.

It is very difficult to arrive at a consensus of definition of
religion. According to Durkheim religion is a unified system of
beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, uniting into a single,
moral community all those who adhere to those beliefs and
practices. In sociological terms religion is a system of beliefs,
practices, symbols and rituals that somehow relate to the
community’s orientation to the supernatural or the life beyond.
Religion entails a form of worship, obedience to divine
commandments and a concern with the transcendental realms that
are beyond the rational and empirical.

8.3.1 Elements of religion

Members of a religion share a set of beliefs, system of
philosophy, forms of rituals and some type of organization. Any
proposition about an aspect of the universe that is accepted as true
may be called belief. Religion is founded on many beliefs that are
not universal. Based on belief of the members religion can be
classified into monotheistic- belief in one god and polytheistic –
belief in myriad forms of gods who preside over numerous forces of
nature. The creation of the sacred is another important element of
religion. Myths, legends, sacred texts, symbols such as trishul,
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beads, fire, cross etc. provide the framework of knowledge within
which the supernatural and the phenomenon outside the ordinary
experience become meaningful to the believers. The practice of
every religion involves a variety of rituals. Members of most
religions have a sense of community in that their beliefs, rituals and
practices unite them into a common fold. Religion consists of a
social form with networks of institutional arrangements and status
role (priests, temples, monks, churches, shrines, monasteries).
Religion involves a system of ritual including festivals, ceremonies,
prayers, sacrifices, fasts etc, congregation which includes
meetings; satsangs etc. Religion also involves an expressive
culture- particularly visual and performing arts - including singing,
dancing, chanting, processions, trance etc.

8.3.2 Types of religious organization

8.3.2.1 Church

Church is a type of religious organization that is well
integrated into the larger society with well established rules and
doctrines - a formal organization with a hierarchy of officials whose
leaders are formally trained and ordained. Though it appoints
people from all strata; in practice higher status groups are usually
overrepresented. Church members conceive of god in highly
intellectual terms and favour abstract moral standards over specific
rules for day to day living. By teaching morality in abstract terms
church leaders avoid controversy. A church may operate with or
apart from the state. It identifies with the state and is integrated with
the social, political and educational functions. A church generally
accepts the norms and values of the society and frequently regards
itself as the guardian of the established social order. A state church
is formally allied with the state whereas a denomination is a church
independent of the state and the one that recognizes religious
pluralism.

8.3.2.2 Sect

A sect is an exclusive, highly cohesive group of believers
who strictly adhere to a religious doctrine and reject many beliefs
and practices of the general society and replace them with beliefs
and practices which may appear strange to the non believer. As a
result, sects are, in Peter Berger’s words, ‘in tension with the larger
society and closed against it’. Sects are religious organizations that
stand apart from the larger society. Membership into the sect is
voluntary and is not universal in its appeal but is an exclusive
group. A sect makes no effort to influence the religious life of those
outside its fold. As a voluntary group, membership is restricted to
those who are qualified to be its members. Members often join in
through conversion and personal transformation. Sect members
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have rigid religious convictions and unconventional beliefs and
forms of worship and deny the belief of other. They usually stress
equalitarian ideals among its members as new converts and old
members are treated with equal respect. They also expect active
participation, strict conformity and personal commitment on the part
of their members. It is either indifferent or hostile to the state and
the larger society and often upholds visions of an alternative
society. They usually spring from the lower classes and
disadvantaged people who feel oppressed by the state and society.
In organizational terms they are less formal than churches, they are
spontaneous and emotional in worship enjoying personal
experience. In a sect, charisma is attached to the religious leader
whereas in organized church it is attached to the office.

8.3.2.3 Cult

A cult is a religious organization often inspired by a
charismatic leader and largely outside a society’s cultural tradition.
People voluntarily follow a leader who preaches new beliefs and
practices. Since many cults hold unconventional doctrines that
adhere to different lifestyles, they evoke negative sentiments in the
popular mind. Cults are often at odds with the larger society and
their unconventional beliefs often lead to the popular view of them
being deviants and members dismissed as being crazy. However
there is nothing intrinsically wrong with cults. In fact several of the
organized religion began as cults. Cults often last only as long as
their leader. There were several millenarian cults that appeared at
the end of the twentieth century. These groups believed that the
end of the world was near and prepared them to be saved by god
as select group of faithful. The Moonies, People’s Temple, Jesus
People, Scientology, Rajneeshis and Ananda Margin are often
called cults. Cults have often attracted controversies because of
their alleged techniques of recruitment, lifestyles, and values which
are perceived to run counter to those of the larger society. Many of
the cults have been accused of kidnapping, brainwashing, using
hypnosis and other mind controlling techniques and drugs. They
have also been charged with manipulation of the young, immorality
and exploitation. Sociologists of religion view cult formation as a
response to utilitarian individualism and materialism of modern
consumer culture which is characterized by impersonality and
moral ambiguity. They think of it as a quest for new identity or
conscious reformation.

8.3.3 Functions of religion:

Religion in terms of functional theory serves certain important
functions. Durkheim pointed out three major functions of religion for
the operation of the society. These are:
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a) Religion unites people through symbolism, values and
norms. Religious thought and ritual establish rules of fair
play, making social life orderly

b) Every society uses religious ideas to promote conformity. It
sanctifies norms and values of an established society,
maintaining the dominance of group goals over individual
wishes.

c) Religious beliefs offer the comforting sense. Religion through
its various ceremonies of worship provides emotional ground
and identity amid uncertainties and impossibilities of human
condition.

Religion though is highly personal affair it has a social
aspect and social role. According to Arnold Green, religion helps in
rationalizing individual suffering. Religion serves to soothe the
emotions of humans in the face of disappointment and sufferings.
Religion also plays a role in enhancing self importance and
contributes to the integration of one’s personality. Religion is also
the source of social cohesion and social control as well. Religion is
an integrating and unifying force in human society however it can
also be dysfunctional that can keep humans in degrading
subjection what Marx referred to as ‘ religion is the opiate of the
masses’.

In spite of its various disservices the fact that religion has
continued for centuries together is the proof of its value.

Check your progress:

a) What are the different elements of religion?
b) Discuss the types of religious organisation?
c) What are the functions of religion?

8.4 SUMMARY

Social institutions are the major spheres of social life or
societal subsystems, organized to meet human needs. Social
stratification is a system by which a society ranks categories of
people in a hierarchy. The 3 commonly recognized systems of
stratification are estate, caste and class. Stratification can be on the
basis of wealth, power, status, education, ritualistic status, age and
gender. It can serve functional purpose at the same time can be
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highly dysfunctional and exploitative. Religion as a social institution
plays an important role in the life of an individual. Sociologist study
how religion is linked to other social patterns but make no claims
about the truth of any religious belief. It serves integrative functions
promoting social solidarity; however it can also make people over
dependent and perpetuate inequalities in the society. Cults, sects
and church are the different forms of religious organizations.
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Questions:

Q1 What is social stratification? Bring out the functionality of
stratification.

Q2 Examine the significance of religion as a social institution.
Q3 Examine the different types of state.
Q4 What is sociology of religion? Explain the concept of church,

sect and cult.
Q5 Write short notes on:

a) Caste and class
b) Elements of religion
c) Gender and age as forms of social stratification.
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9

POLITICAL INSTITUTION

Unit structure:

9.0 Objectives

9.1 Political Institution

9.1.1 State and government

9.1.2 Functions of the state

9.1.3 Types of state

9.2 Economic institutions

9.2.1 Capitalism

9.2.2 Socialism

9.2.3 Informal economies

9.3 Summary

9.0 OBJECTIVES:

 To understand the political institution and types of state.
 To understand the economic institutions of capitalism, socialism

and informal economy.

9.1 POLITICAL INSTITUTION

Every society has an order to which people adhere and this
system ensures obedience or conformity to the social order.
Political institution is the social institution that distributes power,
sets a society’s agenda and makes decisions. In traditional
societies tribal chiefs, elders and shamans exercised control. In
large and complex societies political authority has to be organized
and structured. In today’s world political and economic systems are
intertwined. In both industrialized and developing societies,
governments play a major role in shaping the economy.

9.1.1 State and government

The state is a form of political entity by which a society is organized
under an agency of government which claims legitimate
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sovereignty over specified geographical area and has the monopoly
of physical force. The features of state are:

a) It is organized under a government that exercises authority
over its subjects with the legitimate monopoly of physical
force, to imprison and even executes members within its
jurisdiction.

b) The state exercises its political authority through
governments at the national, state and local levels.

A government is an agency of the state, a complex legal
system that has the power and authority to carry out the functions
of the state. It is a formal organization that directs the political life of
a society. In modern democracies, governments formed by political
parties in power formulate policies, initiate laws, and launch
programmes. The government consists of the legislature, executive
and judiciary. The legislature is responsible for enacting laws that
govern the behaviour of all individuals and institutions. The
executive formulates policies and programmes and administers the
country in accordance with the laws. The judiciary interprets the
laws and safeguards the rights of all citizens.

9.1.2 Functions of the state

Modern nation states perform a wide variety of functions.

Social control: The state has the authority to enact and enforce
laws. The state prescribes certain forms of behaviour and prohibits
certain other behaviours that disrupt the social order; that are
clearly specified. It is the responsibility of the state that along with
making good laws it is the also responsible for maintaining law and
order, punishing criminals and protecting law abiding citizens. The
police and courts are established to carry out the responsibility of
maintaining law and order.

Defence: It is the prime responsibility of the state to protect its
citizens against external aggression and threat. Modern nation
states maintain standing armies and a large portion of national
budget is utilized for defence purposes. The soldiers trained and
equipped for defence is also employed for maintaining order in
case of emergency domestic situations. However most democratic
nations maintain a definite functional separation between social
control and defence responsibilities of the state.

Welfare: The state initiates policies and programmes for the
welfare of its citizens. Welfare measures would include health,
education, employment, public services and retirement benefits.
Equity, elimination of poverty, promotion of social justice, and
cultural development are among the goals embraced by modern
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nation states. Every state is expected to ensure economic stability
and general social welfare.

9.1.3 Types of state

Autocracy:

Autocracy is defined in Modern Dictionary of Sociology as ‘a
form of government in which ultimate authority resides in one
person who occupies the top position in a hierarchy of power and
from whom authority descends to the bottom of the hierarchy’. It is
a type of political system in which a single family rules from
generation to generation. The autocrat may be a monarch who
inherited the position or a dictator who captured power in coup
d’état. The autocrat is not accountable for his actions to his
subordinates or subjects. An autocracy is authoritarian but not
totalitarian. In autocracy power and authority is vested in a single
individual. Military dictatorships and absolute monarchies are
examples of autocracies. With industrialization monarchy is
gradually replaced by elected officials. All the European nations
where monarchs remain are constitutional monarchies where
monarchs are only symbolic heads of state with actual governing
done by elected officials.

Totalitarianism

In Totalitarianism the state rather than the individual is
supreme; the monopoly of power is vested in a party or a group of
ruling elites. It is the most intensely controlled political form; a
highly centralized political system that regulates people’s life. The
state controls and regulates all phases of life, perpetuates its
power, and arbitrarily decides what is best for its citizens. The
centralized system of authority discourages any form of real
political participation. Although totalitarian governments claim to
represent the will of the people most seek to bend people to the will
of the government. Such governments have total concentration of
power allowing no organized opposition. The population is denied
the right to assemble for political purposes and also denied access
to information. With the development of modern technologies and
surveillance systems, totalitarian governments monitor every
aspect of the citizens’ life. Totalitarian states enforce strict
conformity to state policies and political ideology. Examples of
totalitarianism would be modern North Korea, Taliban.

Democracy

Democracy is a form of government in which power is
exercised by the people as a whole. It is the government of the
people, by the people and for the people. It gives power to the
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people as a whole. A system of representative democracy puts
authority in the hands of the elected leaders. All modern
democracies are representative democracies in which people elect
their representatives to form a government on their behalf. An ideal
system of democracy is based on universal suffrage which allows
all citizens of a certain age to exercise their right to vote. The
effectiveness of the democracy depends on an enlightened
electorate; people have to be politically conscious and active in the
democratic process. Elected representatives formulate the budget,
policies and programmes and carry out the programmes through a
network of appointed officials. Modern nation states prefer
democratic forms of government which recognize the sovereignty of
the people.

Check your progress:

1) What is the difference between state and government?
2) Examine the various types of state.
3) Explain the functions of state.

9.2 ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS:

The economy is the social institution that organizes a
society’s production, distribution and consumption of goods and
services. Economic activity deals with goods and services needed
for the satisfaction of human wants. It involves land, capital, labour
and entrepreneurship.

The type of economy often depends upon the political form
of government. How does the state control the flow of money,
goods and services? What is the status of private property? What is
the role of free market in the economic system? are the questions
that illustrate the relationship between the state and economy. Two
general economic models are capitalism and socialism.

9.2.1 Capitalism

It is an economic system that is based on private ownership of
the means of production and distribution in which individuals are
free to accumulate and invest capital. The state only plays a minor
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role in the marketplace, mainly controlling monopoly and
exploitation. Features of capitalism are:

a) Capitalist system operates on the basis of credit, free
contract and free labour market.

b) Private ownership of property is the essence of capitalism

c) It involves freedom of choice, the right to own, rent, sell,
trade, or give away the property.

d) It encourages the accumulation of private property and
considers the profit motive natural, simple a matter of doing
business.

e) It is based on unregulated competition which allows the
market forces to determine what is produced, how much is
produced and at what price.

f) There is total freedom from government interference in
business or commerce. A purely capitalist economy is a free
market system with no government interference; called
laissez- faire economy from the French words meaning to
leave alone. Adam Smith, the Scott Philosopher stated that a
freely competitive economy regulates itself by the invisible
hand of the laws of supply and demand.

9.2.2 Socialism

It is an economic system in which the state has collective
ownership of the means of production and distribution. In socialism
the natural resources and the means of producing goods and
services are collectively owned. The features of socialism are:

a) It limits the rights to public property, especially property used
to generate income. The state owns the land as well as other
resources and operates businesses.

b) Profit is no longer the ultimate goal of economic activity but
public good is. Individuals are urged to work for the common
good of all.

c) There is a central planning agency that sets the goals and
priorities. Production of goods as well as services and the
entire market economy is oriented towards meeting the
public needs rather than profit making.

d) Socialism advocates overall welfare of the population
through extensive public assistance programme.

9.2.3 Informal economies

These are economic activities involving income unreported
to the government as required by law. Also known as underground
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economy, black economy, informal sector includes self employed
persons, vegetable vendors, rickshaw pullers, domestic servants
etc. A large section of many economies constitutes of the informal
sector. E.g. India- about 92% of the people is involved in informal
sector contributing to the economy of the country. The informal
sector is characterized by ease of entry, autonomy and flexibility,
small scale of operation and family ownership of enterprise. The
informal sector lacks government recognition and support. The
organized capital market, bank finance, foreign technology,
protection from competition etc is not available to informal sector
enterprises. The informal economies function in the unprotected
labour market. Workers in the informal sector can be classified into
home based workers (rural artisans), self employed (street vendors,
hawkers), piece rate workers and time wage workers (domestic
servants, construction workers). Though unregulated and
unprotected the informal sector today is a source of employment for
a very large number of people contributing significantly to the total
output of the economy.

Check your progress:

1) Explain the economic system of capitalism?
2) Examine the economic model of socialism.
3) Write a note on informal economy.

9.4 SUMMARY

Political institution is the major institution by which society
distributes power and organizes decision making. Autocracy,
totalitarianism and democracy are the main types of states. The
type of economy often depends on the political form of government.
Generally speaking economy may be classified into capitalism,
socialism and informal economy.
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Questions:

Q1 What is the difference between state and government? What
are the different types of state?

Q2 How is the economic and political institution interrelated?
Examine economic institution of capitalism.

Q3 What is the relationship between economic and political
institution. Examine the economic institution of socialism.
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SOCIALIZATION

Unit Structure

10.0 Objectives

10.1 Introduction

10.2 Definition and significance

10.3 Socialization as a process

10.4 Summary

10.5 Reference

10.0 OBJECTIVES

 To acquaint the students with the meaning and definition of
Socialization

 To enable students to understand significance of socialization.
 To familiarize students the process of socialization.

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Human beings are social animals and they learn the cultural
and behavioural patterns of the group they belong too. The Chinese
and Japanese children learn to eat with chopsticks so skillfully that
they can pick up not only rice but even single peanut. Children with
some other part of the world use their hands or use a folk n knife to
eat. How do we explain such variations? These phenomena can
only be explained by socialization, the process by which individuals
learn the culture of their society. Socialization is a life long process
which enables the individual to learn the content of her/his culture
and the many behavioural patterns of the group to which s/he
belongs.

10.2 DEFINITION AND SIGNIFICANCE

Definition :
The new generation learns the basic essentials of culture

and survives in the society. The process by which the new born
child learns to satisfy its basic needs, prepares himself for different
roles at any stage in society is called as socialization. The human
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infant comes into the world a biological organism with animal
needs. He/she is gradually moulded into a social being and learns
social ways of acting and feeling. Without this process of moulding
society cannot continue itself, nor could culture exist, and the
individual cannot become a person. Socialization is the process by
means of which the human infant learns to become a functioning
and participating member of the society or group. It is a life long
process which extends from cradle to grave. The social
development is a gradual but continuous process which passes
through different stages.

According to Anthony Giddens, “Socialization is process by
which the helpless infant gradually becomes self aware,
knowledgeable person, skilled in the ways of culture into which he
or she is born.” The process of socialization brings about a change
in the individual personality as the new generation learns
appropriate patterns of behaviour, develops ability to understand
various social responsibilities and social obligations according to
the expectations of society. Therefore the socialization is a process
of training individual according to the norms of society. According to
Anderson and Parker, “Socialization is a learning process of
development of habits, attitudes and traits that differentiate
individual from one another.” According to Lundberg, “Socialization
is a process of interaction where the individual learns habits, skills,
beliefs and standard of judgments which are necessary for effective
participation at social groups and communities.”

Socialization provides children the experience of living and
interacting with each other which helps the individual to grow as a
human being or it would be difficult to differentiate them with
animals. Children learn by imitating and observing, therefore
socialization is concerned to be a two way process which involves
observation and response. Every new born infant is considered to
be a bundle of flesh that needs to be moulded in a specific way to
be an accepted member. As the child grows, s/he becomes
disciplined and matured. In this way socialization is a life long
process.

Significance :
Socialization is significant to individuals and society in many

ways. Firstly, it is through the process of Socialization, as Otite and
Ogionwo (1979) have rightly argued, that human beings who are
biological beings become socially human. Socialization ensures the
continuity of society or it persistence over time due to inculcation
into its members of the essential values and norms necessary for
its survival and development. It is through Socialization that
individuals and groups are assigned specific roles e.g., men and
women in the society and they will continue to perform their various
responsibilities or duties. It further serves to standardize the
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acceptable patterns of behaviours in most societies and among the
individuals and corporate groups in existence.

Socialization process also serves the function of providing
the members of society with appropriate skills and knowledge for
performing future roles e.g., training of people in formal institute
such as schools, colleges, vocational institutions etc. it prepares the
individual for the role s/he have to play in society and the status
they occupy with proper belief, attitudes, norms, values, skills and
knowledge. New members of the society are often socialized into
accepting the moral code of society, the basis upon which the
society survives; without moral regulation, most societies are likely
to fall apart. Finally, it is through Socialization that every member of
the society is provided with his or her personality. It should,
however, be noted that consequences of the Socialization process
may also prevail resulting in deviant behaviours, including
criminality, among individuals and groups in society. Socialization
transmits the heritage from generation to generations which
ensures persistence and continuity.

10.3 THE PROCESS OF SOCIALIZATION

The social order is maintained largely by socialization.
Unless the individuals behave in accordance with the norms of the
group, it is going to disintegrate. It is said that the process of
socialization begins long before a child is born. The parents’
courtship, marital selection, customs concerning pregnancy and
child birth and the whole system of cultural practices surrounding
the family are important for the child’s growth.

Direct socialization begins after birth. Reflexes are the
automatic and rigid response of the organism to a given stimulus.
They are unlearnt and are not modifiable. They set limits on what
an organism can do. But they are the base on which the process of
direct socialization begins.

Instincts are said to have some influence on human
behaviour. For example, Freud is of the opinion that the sex instinct
is the source of all human endeavours. The human infant at birth
does not have complete instincts but only some elements of them,
such as reflexes and urges. Urge provides a firm ground for
explaining human behaviour. If human needs are not satisfied, it
leads to tension until it encounters a stimulus capable of relieving
the tension. The urge is thus a dynamic force behind behaviour, it
provides a starting point for the process of socialization. The
process of socialization involves different stages. They are the
following-
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a) Imitation
Imitation is copying by an individual of the actions of another.

G.H Mead defines it as ‘self-conscious assumption of another’s
acts or roles’. Thus when the child attempts to walk impressively
like the father swinging a stick and wearing spectacles, he/she is
imitating. Imitation can be conscious or unconscious. In imitation
the person imitating performs exactly the same activity as the one
who is imitated. It is the main factor in the process of socialization.
Through it the child leans many social behavioural patterns. The
child as compared to the adult possesses the greatest capacity for
imitation. Language and pronunciation are acquired by the child
only through imitation. It is because of the tendency to imitate that
children are so attuned to the influence of their parents and friends
whose behaviour they imitate.

b) Suggestion
Suggestion is the process of communicating information

which has not logical or self-evident basis. It is devoid of rational
persuasion. It may be conveyed through language, pictures or
some similar medium. Suggestion influences not only behaviour
with others but also one’s own private and individual behaviour. In
trade, industry, politics, education and every other field people
make use of suggestion to have their ideas and notions accepted
by other people and to make them behave accordingly. Advertising
is based on the idea of suggestion. Children are more influenced by
suggestion than adults.
c) Identification

In the early age, the child cannot make a difference between
his/her own organism and the environment. Most of their actions
are random. As they grow in age, they come to know of the nature
of things which satisfy their needs. Such things become the objects
of their identification. Thus the toys with which they play, the
picture-book which they enjoy looking at, the mothers who feed
them etc become objects of identification.

d) Language
It is the medium of social interaction. In the beginning the

child does not know how to speak. At first the child utters some
random syllables which have no meaning. Gradually the child
learns by hearing the parents and all those with whom he is
associated with. The mother tongue is learnt this moulds the
personality of the individual from infancy.

10.4 SUMMARY

Socialization is a life long process which enables the child to
learn the content of his culture and the many behavioural patterns
of the group to which s/he belongs. The process and effects of
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socialization are most pronounced in early childhood when the
family consciously or unconsciously teaches the child certain types
of behaviour as well as beliefs. Regardless of where we live, we are
all products of socialization. Without this process of moulding
society cannot continue itself, nor could culture exist, and the
individual cannot become a person. Socialization is the process by
means of which the human infant learns to become a functioning
and participating member of the society or group.

Check your Progress
1. Define socialization

2. Discuss the process of socialization

3. Explain the meaning of socialization.

10.5 REFERENCES

1.Lam Shaffer, 1972.
Introduction to Sociology, New York: W.W. Norton.
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AGENCIES OF SOCIALIZATION

Unit Structure
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11.2 Agencies of socialization

11.3 Stages in socialization

11.4 Summary

11.5 Reference

11.0 OBJECTIVES

 To acquaint the students with the agents of Socialization
 To enable students to understand the stages in socialization.
 To familiarize students the process growth.

11.1 INTRODUCTION

Individuals acquire the culture of their society through
participation in a variety of groups and institutions. From their family
the child learns the first words of language, religion and several
other roles. But the family cannot teach everything, at every stage
of life we learn rules and behavioural patterns as we interact with
others. The primary agents of socialization are the family, peer
group, school and mass media.

11.2 AGENCIES OF SOCIALIZATION

Family :
The family is a permanent, the most complete and primary

institution that looks after the needs of an individual. It is the family
where the child comes in contact with human beings specially the
mother and the child has physical and social contact. It is the group
into which the child is born. Being the first group which has
influence over the individual, the child learns his first lessons in
socialization from the family. From his parents s/he learns her/his
speech and language. S/He learns respect for persons in authority.
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The child gets his first lessons in co-operation, tolerance, love and
affection in the family. The family has tremendous influence on the
character and morality of the person.

The self concept of an individual depends to a large extend
on one’s family. The child develops his sense of self through
observing the reactions of his parents. He learns to define himself
as his parents define him. The family acts as a mediator between
the individual and the other agencies of socialization. Even though
there are other agencies like school, work place, media etc; it is the
family that determines how the individual comes to be influenced by
these agencies. For e.g. which school the child goes to, which
friends he has contacts with etc…

Peer Groups :
Peer group refers to people of almost the same who share

similar interests. They also help in the development of personality.
The first peer group is the neighbourhood play group; children who
hang out together in the neighbourhood and play different games.
They begin to spend more time together than in their own families.
They play games like cricket together, or just hang out.
Participation in such groups gives the child important social identity
such as a team player, leader, or shy person etc. The first
neighbourhood playgroups are breeding grounds for leaders.
Children also learn the rules of the game here, their first exposure
to rules of the society.

Later in life, peer groups become more influential in school
and the workplace. Unlike the neighbourhood playgroups, in the
school the child gets to choose his own friends. Friends my be
chosen on the basis of physical attraction, common interests, or
shared backgrounds. They share similar interests in sports, music,
movies, fashion, and even ideologies. The first taste of alcohol or
the first act of smoking may be peer-induced. Young adults who
grow up in crime-ridden localities are drawn into deviant
subcultures.

The influence of the peer group continues in the workplace.
The office norm, or the unwritten rules of behaviour, is a product of
peer socialization. For example, in an industry or in a government
office, there is often this shared understanding that a honest day's
work is not necessary, and the peers frown upon people who are
eager to complete the task in a timely fashion. At the same time
friends in the workplace can help individuals tide over many life
crises such as domestic problems, divorce, accidents, and death.

The School :
The school is considered to be an important formal setting

where the child spends many hours together with friends and
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teachers. The school is the first formal agency which exposes the
child to the rules of the larger society. Here the child learns to
recognize and obey rules, practice skills, and relate to people in
positions of authority. Children learn to behave in group settings, sit
quietly and listen to teachers, participate in social events, and
accept responsibilities. The school plays the most important role in
the development of social and intellectual skills and the reception of
society’s cultural heritage. It is not only responsible for reading,
writing, and arithmetic, but for the transmission of the accumulated
social heritage of the community. Education refines social skills,
and frequent interaction with peers and teachers helps in the
formation of a healthy social identity. The school also teaches civic
sense, patriotism, and pride in the nation's shared heritage. Above
all, education is supposed to foster critical thinking so that
individuals can think for themselves and become creative and
productive members of the society.

Mass Media :
In the present-day society, mass media play a significant,

although subtle role in the socialization process. Media imparts
information through audio visual and print. Mass media refers to all
instruments of communication such as television, radio,
newspapers, magazines, movies, and records. Television has
become by far the most influential medium in recent years. India
has come a long way from the days of the government controlled
single-channel television. With the growth of the cable industry and
numerous private television channels, people have a choice. Not
only is there a wide range of programmes available, but there is
also an instant transmission of images, events, styles and fashions
from around the world. Young people are now able to enjoy
Western music, dance, fashion and fast food, and adopt types of
behaviour patterns. There are also educational channels such as
Discovery, National Geographic, and History, which inform,
entertain and truly instruct. However, there is considerable
controversy over what some people call 'cultural pollution', which is
the result of the 'pernicious' influence of the West. Much of the
controversy is the result of stereotypes and the comparison of our
'ideal' culture with West's 'real' culture.

It is possible that many people watch too much television
and that they devote too little to reading. Once upon a time, good
books were the only form of entertainment. Now we can watch
television any time of the day or night. Studies in USA show that
pre-schoolers and young children spend almost one-third of the day
in front of the television. Studies have also shown that exposure to
violence in the media can contribute to aggressive behaviour,
insensitivity to violence. In India, parents are more likely to regulate
children's viewing of television and violent movies. However, it will
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be worthwhile to undertake some extensive research on the impact
of certain television programmes on young children.

We also depend on other agents of mass media such as
newspapers and journals to transmit enormous amounts of
information. There are magazines that cater to every conceivable
interest – women, young adults, fashion, film industry, sports,
health and fitness, news stories, politics, occupations and
professions, music and religion. Then there are, of course, the
books – fiction, biographies, and social commentaries – which
convey a host of ideas. In a sense, every book is a powerful
instrument of socialization.

Once the individual completes his teenage, he enters the
long phase of adulthood. The young adult is physically mature and
socially responsible. His personality is integrated. He is
independent and is able to make decisions for himself. He has the
knowledge and skills necessary for social living and environmental
mastery. Early adulthood is characterized by maximum physical
and mental capacity. Speed of response and work capacity is at
their best during this period. Training for a job usually occurs during
this period. The young adult usually concentrates his attention on
job success and advancement. There is a strong emphasis on work
achievements in these years.

Old age, age of retirement, is accompanied by physical
mental and social changes. There are important changes in the
social roles of an individual. It is at this age period that we find
signs of gradual withdrawal from active social involvements.

Workplace :
As the individual grows into an adult person, work becomes

part of life. Occupation brings about reality in front of the person as
the individual earns for survival to fulfill his ambition. Occupational
socialization deals with the people as well as with the field.
Personal goals and basic needs are fulfilled. The individual learns
to cooperate, adjust with others at the work place. Discipline
continues and if s/he violates the rules it may cost the loss of job.

11.3 STAGES IN SOCIALIZATION

The Development of the Self continues throughout our lives
which helps the individual to grow into an adult person and be an
accepted member of the society. Values, norms, beliefs are taught
to the individual so that the person follows the norms of the society.
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An important aspect in the process of socialization is the
development of the self. The development of the self concept takes
place through the child’s interaction with the social world and is the
heart of socialization. The self is essentially an individual’s
awareness of his or her physical and social identity. The self may
be divided into two – the physical or existential self and the social
or categorical. The first stage in the development of the self
concept is the development of the existential self. For the infant the
first step in developing a self concept is to understand that he is
separate and distinct entity. once this is process is over, the
process of defining the social self begins, process that continues
over one’s entire life span. This is sometimes referred to as
categorical self because the definition takes form of placing one self
in a wide range of categories.

Two theorists who have made considerable contribution to
the understanding of self are C.H. Cooley and G.H. Mead.

C.H Cooley- ‘Looking Glass Self’
C.H. Cooley stressed the role of primary groups and social

interaction in the development of self. According to him the self
develops within the context of social relationships “there is no
sense of ‘I’……. without its correlative sense of ‘you’, ‘he’ or
‘they’…” according to Cooley one discovers oneself through
reactions of others to him. The self concept is gained from the
reactions of parents and later modified by the reactions of other
individuals. Murphy explains self as any individual who is known to
have his own identity and self image. The self of a person is what
s/he consciously or unconsciously conceives her/himself to be.
This concept of self is the combination of one’s attitude and the
feelings of others.

Cooley introduced the concept of ‘Looking glass self”- there
are three elements in the process of development of self:

(i) The imagination of our appearance to another person
(ii) The imagination of his/her judgment of that appearance
(iii) Some sort of self feeling such as pride or shame.

Explaining theses points we can understand that the way we
look not only appeals to us but also provokes others to react. The
reactions can have a positive or negative reaction on our
behaviour. Therefore this theory ‘Looking Glass Self’ is considered
to be important in the life of an individual.

G.H. Mead- ‘Development of Self’
Development of Self according to G.H. Mead has described

as the passing of the individual through distinct stages and the self
emerges. He expressed the ‘double centre of gravity’ in his concept
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of the self, which he divided into ‘I’ and ‘Me’. ‘I’ is the creative,
spontaneous, instinctive part of the self that has ideas and
imagination, while ‘Me’ is the social self with its capacity to take the
role of the other takes into account the reactions of others. Both ‘I’
and ‘Me’ pulls one to behave in a particular way. Consciousness is
a form of a conversation between the ‘I’ and ‘Me’.

According to Mead the development of self takes place in 3 stages:
(i) The stage of developing self consciousness
(ii) The play stage
(iii) The game stage

In the first stage, the stage of developing self consciousness
is apparent in most children at the early childhood. It is the product
of language learning and the social interactions that necessarily
accompany it. In this stage he begins to become conscious of him
in the same way that others are conscious of him. He becomes self
conscious through the use of language.

The play stage begins around the age of 3-5.During this
stage the child’s verbal ability increases and he or she engages in a
great deal of role playing. Children from 5-8 years of age spend
much of their free time in imagination role playing of one kind or
another. Mother and father, teacher, soldier, policeman etc. are all
common roles assumed by children in play. Children learn to do
things from this kind of activity – they learn to play the adult roles
around them and they learn who they are by being who they are
not. Play is a significant preparation for the later life.

In the play stage the roles they play are free, independent of
each other. In the next stage, game stage, the roles are related to
each other by rules that define how they are to be played. In the
most simple and universal of all games- hide and seek- there are
only 2 related roles hider and seeker. There is no meaning in hiding
if no one seeks or in seeking if no one hides. Thus in the games the
meaning of one role lies solely in its relation to the other roles; it
has no meaning outside that relation. Sociologically, therefore, play
is characterised by role playing, while games are characterised by
position enactment since the rules are the social norms of the
game. In this stage, the player in order to do his part, must know all
the roles of all other players and adjust his behaviour to the others.

Erving Goffman, a symbolic interactionist, argued that
identities were the resources we ‘pick up and put down’ to negotiate
everyday life. For Goffman, individuals are like actors playing the
roles on stage, such as teacher, student, etc…and we self
consciously monitor our performances. Goffman recognized that,
like actors, people have time off stage, when they are less
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obviously presenting an identity. So although they are performing
some roles there, they are doing so less self consciously.

The chief architect of the dramaturgical analysis is Erving
Goffman. The world is a theatre in which we are the actors. The
theatre has a front region, where the performances are done and a
back region, where rehearsals appear. At the back region, the
behavior and actions are less deliberate and there is less
presentation of self, an individual’s effort to create specific
impressions in the minds of others.

He adds that it is through the impression management
technique that they present themselves on the stage. For eg:
Waiters at expensive restaurants are acutely aware of being on
stage and act in a dignified manner when they are at service. Once
in the kitchen, however, they don’t act in the same manner.

11.4 SUMMARY

The Development of the Self continues throughout our lives
which helps the individual to grow into an adult person and be an
accepted member of the society. Values, norms, beliefs are taught
to the individual so that the person follows the norms of the society.
Individuals acquire the culture of their society through participation
in a variety of groups and institutions. From their family the child
learns the first words of language, religion and several other roles.
But the family cannot teach everything, at every stage of life we
learn rules and behavioural patterns as we interact with others.

Check your Progress
1. Define socialization and explain the agents of socialization.
2. Explain the development of Self according to Cooley
3. Explain the development of Self according to Mead
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12

RESOCIALIZATION
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12.5 Summary

12.6 Reference

12.0 OBJECTIVES

 To acquaint the students with the concept of Resocialization
 To enable students to understand the concept of Gender

socialization.
 To familiarize students with political socialization.

12.1 INTRODUCTION

Socialization is a process that continues throughout the life,
right from the cradle to the grave. Although the family peer group,
school and ass media are the most important agents of
socialization, we continue to learn standards of behaviour and
beliefs from a number of agencies.

12.2 RESOCIALIZATION

Resocialization is a sociological concept dealing with the
process of mentally and emotionally "re-training" a person so that
he or she can operate in an environment other than that which he
or she is accustomed to.

Key examples include the process of resocializing new recruits
into the military so that they can operate as soldiers (or, in other
words, as members of a cohesive unit) and the reverse process, in
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which those who have become accustomed to such roles return to
society after military discharge.

The primary socialization received in childhood is just one part
of the lifelong socialization process. Adults go through a process of
resocialization, which is the learning of new norms and values that
occurs when they join a new group or when life circumstances
change dramatically. Learning new norms and values enables
people to adapt, though newly learned things may contradict what
was previously learned.

Though senility and certain diseases associated with old age
can impair a person’s ability to learn and adapt to new situations,
many adults experience change throughout life. A new job, the loss
of friends or a spouse, children leaving home, and retirement are all
milestones that require resocialization.

Most instances of resocialization are mild modifications, such
as adapting to a new work environment. Extreme forms of the
process can include joining the military, going to prison, or
otherwise separating from mainstream society.

The workplace is an agent of socialization—in this case,
resocialization. A new job brings with it new norms and values,
including the following:
1. What papers to fill out
2. What equipment to use
3. What tasks to complete and when to complete them
4. When to arrive at work
5. When to take a break
6. When to leave

The employing organization also has its own values. The
socialization process involves learning how strictly the company
enforces work-related norms, such as whether it’s acceptable for
people of different job levels to fraternize outside of working hours,
or whether a very late arrival will incur some kind of punishment.
During resocialization, people learn how to modify behavior to fit
the new situation.

Most people are socialized to think for themselves and make
their own decisions about daily tasks. That changes when they are
resocialized by what sociologist Erving Goffman labelled a total
institution. A total institution is an organization or setting that has
the following characteristics:
1. Residents are not free to leave.
2. All actions are determined and monitored by authority

figures.
3. Contact with outsiders is carefully controlled.
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4. The environment is highly standardized.
5. Rules dictate when, where, and how members do things.
6. Individuality is discouraged.

Examples of total institutions include prisons, mental
hospitals, and the military. In these total institutions, part of the
resocialization process includes the loss of some decision-making
freedom. The military decides what its soldiers wear, how they
spend their time, and when and what they eat. To be promoted to a
higher rank, they must demonstrate that they have been
resocialized and have successfully adapted to the military’s norms
and values.

Sociologist Erving Goffman studied resocialization in mental
institutions. He characterized the mental institution as a total
institution—one in which virtually every aspect of the inmates’ lives
was controlled by the institution and calculated to serve the
institution's goals. For example, the institution requires that patients
comply with certain regulations, even when compliance is not
necessarily in the best interest of the individual.

The goal of total institutions is resocialization which radically
alters residents' personalities through deliberate manipulation of
their environment. Resocialization is a two-part process. First, the
staff of the institution tries to erode the residents' identities and
independence.

Strategies to erode identities include forcing individuals to
surrender all personal possessions, get uniform haircuts and wear
standardized clothing. Independence is eroded by subjecting
residents to humiliating and degrading procedures. Examples are
strip searches, fingerprinting and assigning serial numbers or code
names to replace the residents' given names.

The second part of resocialization process involves the
systematic attempt to build a different personality or self. This is
generally done through a system of rewards and punishments. The
privilege of being allowed to read a book, watch television or make
a phone call can be a powerful motivator for conformity. Conformity
occurs when individuals change their behaviour to fit in with the
expectations of an authority figure or the expectations of the larger
group.

No two people respond to resocialization programs in the
same manner. While some residents are found to be "rehabilitated",
others might become bitter and hostile. As well, over a long period
of time, a strictly controlled environment can destroy a person's
ability to make decisions and live independently. This is known as
institutionalization, this negative outcome of total institution
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prevents an individual from ever functioning effectively in the
outside world again.

Resocialization is also evident in individuals who have never
been "socialized" in the first place, or who have not been required
to behave socially for an extended period of time. Examples include
feral children (never socialized) or inmates who have been in
solitary confinement.

Socialization is a lifelong process. Adult socialization often
includes learning new norms and values that are very different from
those associated with the culture in which the person was raised.
This process can be voluntary. Currently, joining the military
qualifies as an example of voluntary resocialization. The norms and
values associated with military life are different from those
associated with civilian life.

Goffman also developed the concept of dramaturgy, the idea
that life is like a never-ending play in which people are actors.
Goffman believed that when we are born, we are thrust onto a
stage called everyday life, and that our socialization consists of
learning how to play our assigned roles from other people. We
enact our roles in the company of others, who are in turn enacting
their roles in interaction with us. He believed that whatever we do,
we are playing out a role on the stage of life.

12.3 GENDER SOCIALIZATION

A baby is born and the doctor looks at the proud parents or
parent and says three simple words: "It's a boy," or "It's a girl!"
Before a newborn child even takes his or her first breath of life
outside the mother's womb, he or she is distinguishable and
characterized by gender. The baby is brought home and dressed in
clothes that help friends, family and even strangers identify the sex
of the child.

Baby boys are dressed in blue and baby girls are dressed in
pink. The baby boy may be dressed in a blue jumpsuit with a
football or a baseball glove on it. The baby girl may wear a bow in
their hair and flowered pajamas. As the boy begins to grow, he is
given a miniature basketball and a hoop to play with. The girl is
given dolls and doll clothes to dress them up in. Even going further,
eventually the boy may play with Legos and Lincoln Logs and the
girl gets a Play School oven and a plastic tea set with which to play
house.

As illustrated in the not-so-fictional scenario above, gender
socialization begins very early in life. Society has accepted such
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stereotypical things as baby boy blue and baby girl pink to help
identify the sex of a child. Heaven forbid the little Joey looks like a
girl or baby Michelle is mistaken for a boy. Mothers and fathers
make it easy for everyone to distinguish their bundle of joy by
utilizing the socially established gender stereotypes.

But where and how did these stereotypes come from?
Unfortunately, there isn’t a definite answer to that question. We
seem to accept that blue is for boys and pink is for girls. Boys
generally play with balls, toy trucks and building blocks whereas
girls spend their time with dolls, tea sets and stuffed animals. But
these are the stereotypes that are influenced by the parents. A
baby child isn't concerned with his or her gender identity. As the
child gets older though, he or she will begin to develop an identity
for his or herself and establish a personality that reflects their
masculinity or femininity.

Another aspect of everyday life that is highly influential in
gender socialization is the media. What we see on television or at
the movies, what we read in the newspaper or in magazines, what
we see on billboards or hear on the radio are all very significant on
how we form an opinion on gender identity. Media publishers have
very successfully learned to "play" to an audience and are
extremely successful in communicating with the audience they wish
to reach. Advertisers are the biggest example of this concept.
Society is very apt in recognizing images seen in commercials and
printed ads and viewing them as socially acceptable behaviour.

For example, beer companies will target the twenty to thirty
year old male audience and include scantily clad women enjoying
their favourite beers. Ironically, popular women's magazines also
use beautiful women to promote cosmetics and beauty products.
How often do you think people question the activities they see
portrayed in advertising and question them as to there validity?
Probably not very often. It is much easier for society to just accept
the images and not bother to take the time to analyze their bias and
untrue nature. It is this societal indifference that clouds the mind
and allows the images to continue to influence what we believe to
be socially acceptable. And when society is presented with
something or someone out of the ordinary which doesn't follow
what we deem to be correct, we rebel and try to modify it to our
socially acceptable standards.

Advertisers utilize female images to sell products. Society
associates beauty with the female and we are more inclined to pay
attention to a beautiful woman presented to us on a screen or a
page in a magazine. In a perfect world, there would be no gender
differentiation, no racial tension and no "political incorrectness ".
But we live in an imperfect world that is currently making a turn
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towards becoming more "PC" (politically correct). Fading away are
such terms as fireman, stewardess, boyfriend and girlfriend,
policeman and secretary. Now we are starting to use a more
socially acceptable language and replacing such terms with fire
fighter, flight attendant, domestic partner or significant other, police
officer and administrative assistant. We are slowly, and do mean
slowly, moving towards a non gender separated society. Eventually
we may be able to control what we see and how we see it, but until
then we must rely on ourselves to determine what is reality and
what is part of a Dream World.

12.4 POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

The development of political socialization is the process by
which people come to acquire political attitudes and values.
Socialization in childhood has been extensively studied. Children
acquire warm feelings towards authority figures that might appear
in fairy stories such as that of queens and kings.

It is claimed that political socialization as a concept is
somewhat new. Almond and Verba who studied the problems and
effects of political socialization on political activities gave serious
thinking to this concept. Followings are three main stages of
political socialization.

The first stage is when a child begins to realize that there is
a world around him. Then, he realizes that outside the family there
are more powers. He/she starts living and learning outside family.
They put certain demands on the society and recognize authorities,
which operate in the society. Second stage is when one reaches
adolescence stage and becomes mature enough to participate in
political activities. Third stage is when either he/she begins to love
or hate surrounding political institutions and systems. At this stage,
values and attitudes become clear.

It should be noted that sociologists have been more
interested in how people related to groups and society, social
psychologists have been interested in how individuals learn about
and adjust to the demands of groups and society, and
anthropologists have been interested in how people learn about
their culture.

Political socialization is a process that takes place in every
society. This process begins very early in life and is a continuous
process. Generally, the main aim of political socialization is to
create good citizens. Political socialization is the process by which
individuals learn about politics and that factor can shape political
culture. Political socialization is an attempt to train people to do
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what the system requires in values, norms, information and skills
that are considered desirable and useful in the society.
Following are some of the important types of political socialization.

 Manifest socialization: Certain values and feelings towards a
political system are directly expressed. There is an explicit
communication of information to other parties e.g. formal
education given in educational institutions, talk on electronic
and mass media about political problems, and use of
platform for audience. Such a manifestation can be both
voluntary and involuntary. It includes all types of
propaganda. It is not necessary that such a manifestation
will be for the maintenance or stability of political system,
rather it can be for instability, change and even revolution.

 Latent manifestation: There is no direct approach to the
problems, and that ideas are transmitted indirectly.

 Particularistic socialization: Political ideas of individuals are
directed towards a particular value, which they are required
to adhere and appreciate. Thus, all political energies are
directed in that direction alone.

 Universalistic socialization: Here, political energies are not
directed in one direction, but a liberal outlook is developed.
One then can learn and perform several roles. Such roles
can be in any walk of life.

The process of political socialization is to create a nominal
interest among the people, to inculcate value, discipline, and
teaches people to become obedient, and to inculcate some lofty
values.

What is the importance of political socialization for the
political system?

David Easton says that political socialization creates a
reservoir of support for political system. He further adds that
political system is a set of human interactions in which authoritative
allocation of values take place. In political system we have input,
output, adaptation, and maintenance. Political socialization is the
adaptation and maintenance function of political system. Political
socialization is interested in maintaining the status quo. The whole
exercise of political socialization is to exercise order and stability,
and normally political socialization is a pro-stable process.

Citizens are trained to believe that political system is good
and responsive. Reservoir of support ensures non-active and
supportive citizens. Political socialization brings changes in public
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opinion. It helps in the creation of political culture and modifies that
to the changing needs.

There is close relationship between political culture &
political socialization. Both are closely linked and connected with
each other. Political socialization maintains and transforms political
culture of a group. It maintains political culture by successfully
transmitting it from an old generation to a new one. The process of
political socialization in every society involves a combination of
three tasks of maintaining, transforming, and creating a new
political culture. How we develop political culture in fact is a process
called political socialization. In brief, it is difficult to separate political
socialization from political culture.

12. 5 SUMMARY

Socialization is a life long process which enables the child to
learn the content of his culture and the many behavioural patterns
of the group to which s/he belongs. The process and effects of
socialization are most pronounced in early childhood when the
family consciously or unconsciously teaches the child certain types
of behaviour as well as beliefs. Regardless of where we live, we are
all products of socialization. Human beings are social animals, and
we need to learn the cultural and behavioural patterns of the group
to which we belong. Socialization is the only way an individual can
become a full member of society. It is the only way we can transmit
our social heritage from one generation to the next.

Check your Progress
1. What is resocialization? Explain the concept with examples.
2. Write an essay on Resocialization
3. Explain the concept of Gender socialization
4. Explain the concept of Political socialization
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13.0 OBJECTIVES

 To understand the meaning of social change.

 To make the students know the various theories of social
change.

 To identify the factors responsible for social change.

 To understand the various theories related to change.

13.1 INTRODUCTION

People long for stability, security through continuity.
However, no society remains static or stable. Society is constantly
changing in it’s structure & function. This change in the society is
inevitable. It’s a continuous process. Some changes are willingly
accepted by the society, some are not. Speed of change also
varies from society to society. Some societies experience speedy
change, some take long period.
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Social scientists are trying to understand the process of
social change, the direction of social change & various factors that
bring this social change. The word change refers to anything that is
done differently. It does not necessarily mean the social change,
because all the changes cannot be regarded as social changes.

13.2 MEANING & DEFINITION

If we say that, society is a complex network of relationship
then social change would mean change in social relationship.
Different sociologists have tried to explain social change by defining
it in different ways.

According to T. B. Bottmore “social change refers to change
occurring in social structure or in institution or in the relationship
between the institutions.”

According to Kinsley Davis “social change is change which
occurs in the social organization i.e. its’s structure & function.”

Social change may be defined as the process in which is
discernible significant alteration in the structure & functioning of a
particular social system.

Thus, social change is an universal phenomenon. It is a
process that also implies continuity. Social change is thus inevitable
& a demand of time.

13.3 THEORIES OF CHANGE

The theories of social change are of four types. Some show
the existence of more or less general & irreversible trends. Second
type takes the form of conditional & structural laws. The third type
deals with the forms of change & the fourth type deals with causes
or factors of change. The details are discussed in the following
table :-
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Table : 1 : TYPES OF THEORIES FO CHANGE

TYPE DEFINITION EXAMPELS

1 Search for trends  Parsons : trend towards
Universalism

 Comte : the three stages
 Rostow : the stages of

growth

2 a. Conditional Laws  Parson : Industrialization 
Nuclear family

 Dahrendorf : Industrialization
 Disappearance of class
conflicts

b. Structural Laws  Nurkse : Vicious circle of
poverty

 Bhaduri : Reproductive
nature of semi-feudal
relations of production.

3 Forms of change  Hegelian triad
 Kuhn : scientific revolutions

4 Causes of change  Weber : the rotestant ethic
 McClelland : the achieving

society

We will discuss the following three types of theories in detail

I Evolutionary
II Functionalist
III Conflict

13.3.1 Evolutionary theory of change

The concept of evolution implies order, change &
composition of given populations by such processes as mutation &
natural selection. Often the analogy between the development of an
organism & the development of human society is made or implied,
hence the concept of social evolution has been used to refer to
certain definite stages through which all societies were belived to
pass, in the passage from a simple to a more complex form.

Classical evolutionary theory, was based on the
assumptions that the history of human societies represented the
history of their development from a simple, hardly differentiated, i.e.
‘backward’ state to more complex i.e.- ‘advanced’ state. In the 19th

& early 20th c conjectures about unilineal societal development
characterized the study of social evolution.
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Theorists taking the evolutionary approach differed in many
particulars. August Comte [1798-1857] viewed society as passing
through three main epoch :-

1. The theological & military epoch in which supernatural
preoccupations dominate the culture & military conquest
salvery are the major social goals.

2. The metaphysical & juridical epoch which is a transitional
epoch between the first & the third &

3. The scientific & industrial epoch in which positivism displaces
religious speculation & peaceful economic production displaces
war making as the dominant aim of social organization.

Sir Henry Maine [1822-1888] viewed the progress of
civilization as a series of stages between early forms of social order
based on patriarchy & status & later forms based on freedom &
contract.

Herbert Spencer, in his principles of sociology, felt that in
social life there was a change from simple to complex forms from
the homogenous to the heterogeneous & that there was with
society integration of the ‘whole’ & a differentiation of the parts.

E. B. Taylor, in his great work, primitive culture, 1871, linked
his observations covering a wide range of different societies to the
evolutionary framework. In particular, be sought to establish a
sequential development of religious forms: a concern which also
motivated Sir James Frazer in the Golden Baugh : A study in
Comparative Religion & Emile Durlkheim in his, les elementariness
de la vie religious, 1912, Karl Marx & F. Angles in Das 1848, put
forward a materialist variant of evolutionary theory when they would
be transition from capitalist control to rule by the proletariat similar
to the earlier development whereby capitalism itself replaced
feudalism.

The evolutionary doctrine provided a broad general
framework through which the whole progress of human society
could be conceptualized. The neo-evolutionary theory of society
focused more on the apparent variation of change patterns with
respect to certain social groups, regions of organization as their
major focus of analysis while the classical evolutionary theory dealt
with the mankind, civilization or some institutional ideal type of
society.
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13.3.2 The Functionalist Theory of Change

The functionalists presented the best known theoretical
approach that views exogenous forces as the source of major
changes in society. The early functionalists were involved in by the
variety of socio-cultural phenomena & by the uniformity of certain
characteristics of the various societies. This led them to the idea
that cultural manifestations & social institution were closely related
to the satisfaction of basic human needs. Eg :- Theories of Radcliffe
Brown & Malinowski, Needs were largely considered to be
constant only the societal organization to meet the needs are
variable. Social change hence, ban be understood as change of the
institutional arrangements available to take care of those needs or
as change of the manifest & latent functions of these institutions.
Equilibrium was considered as the most important assumption with
which the functionalists view society. Eg :- Kingsley Davis, Talcott
Parsons etc. In most general terms, a system is said to be in
equilibrium when its component parts are so compatible with each
other, barring an outside disturbance, none of them will change its
position or relation to the others in any significant way. A theory of
social equilibrium is a theory that seeks to uncover the general
condition for the maintenance of a society in stable equilibrium & to
specify the mechanism by which that stability is preserved or
established after the occurrence of outside disturbances.

13.3.3 The Conflict Theory of Change

Common to all conflict theoretical approaches is that they
explain change in terms of antagonism or tension producing
elements that are present in the social system. The causes of such
conflicts leading to societal changes are especially sought in those
elements of the social structure which on the other band are related
to the establishment & sanctioning of social norms & on the other
hand to the control & allocation of scare resources such as income,
property, prestige, influence & authority. These theories focus on
processes of social life that tend to ward instability in & conflict
between parts of society or simply the actors concerned. Change is
seen as a dialectical relationship between dominant elements of
society (central values, ideologies, power relations, distribution of
resources etc.) & those arrangements that compete with or oppose
the former. Karl Marx was are of the earliest exponents of conflict
theory.

In Marxism, the basis of conflict is to be found in the social
relations of production. Thus all supporting social institutions
support the different ‘sides’. In this conflict & the unitary concept of
a cultural & social system tend to disappear. The political &
economic institutions of capitalist society are seen as representing
‘the political & economic way of bourgeoisie’ & as against this there
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is reference of the ‘political economy of the working class’. So
conflict between classes in the social relations of production spills
over to become a conflict in all spheres & the social system
becomes one of two conflicting classes.

Ralf Dahrendorf, on the other hand has suggested that intra-
institutional conflicts occur about authority in all institutions & that
there need not necessarily be any overlapping. In particular he
argues that industrial conflict has become institutionalized i.e.-
confined within a particular institutional context. Lockwood, has
drawn attention to the importance of conflict between institutional
sub systems Eg ;- there is no necessary harmony between
industrial & educational institutions.

13.4 FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE

For social change, not one cause may be effective. There
may be many factors which set the process in motion. Although
social causation is always a multiple causation, some sociologists
have emphasized on factor over another, we would take into
account all the factors, though some consider social & cultural
factors to be most predominant.

1. Physical Factors – Changes in the physical environment
are not rapid, but the occasional changes in the environment bring
total changes in human social lives. Eg :- Earthquake, storms,
heavy rainfall. These changes force people to migrate to new areas
hence people have to change themselves according to that society.
This brings out change I culture, way of clothing, manners etc.

2. Biological Factors - Biological factors too have some
indirect influence upon social change. Among the biological factors
is the qualitative aspect of the population related to heredity. The
qualitative aspect of population is based upon powerful & great
men & their birth is dependent to a large extent upon heredity &
mutation. Hence, biological factors play a part in social change to
that extent. In addition to this the biological principals of natural
selection & struggle for survival are constantly producing alterations
in society.

3. Technological Factors – Human beings are never satisfied.
In the process of satisfying his wants man devised new means &
created new needs. To satisfy his new needs man invented new
techniques to use natural resources. This technological factor
brought out severe changes in the society.

Technological factors has immense influence in social
change. Technology changes society by changing our
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environments to which we in turn adopt. This change is usually in
the material environment & the adjustment we make to the changes
often modifies customs & social institutions. In this way, the
increase in new machines & methods due to new discoveries has
had a very great influence upon social institutions. In the modern
age, technological factors are among the predominant causes of
social change.

4. Economic Factors – Karl Marx has given economic
interpretation of social changes. With the changes in the economic
system, the entire society changes in its structure & functioning.
Economic conditions in countries do affect the health, mortality,
marriages, divorce rate, suicide, crime & emigration etc. It can also
bring social unrest & revolution & war. Of course not all the social
changes are necessarily caused by economic conditions. Changes
have also occurred due to educational moulding in peoples
attitudes etc.

5. Cultural Factors – The main cause of social change is the
cultural factors. Changes in the culture are accompanied by social
change. Changes & variations in culture inevitably influence social
relationships. Culture gives speed & direction to social change &
determines the limits beyond which social changes cannot occur.
Max Weber, has proved this hypothesis by a comparative study of
religious & economic institution.

6. Environmental Factors – The geographists have
emphasized the impact of geographical environment upon human
society Huntington has gone so far as to assert that an alteration in
the climate is the sole cause of the evolution & devolution of
civilizations & cultures Even if these claims of the geographists are
to be discarded, it can not be denied that floods, earthquakes,
excessive rain, drought, change of season etc. have significant
effect upon social relationships & these are modified by such
natural occurrences.

7. Psychological Factors – Most sociologists regard
psychological factors as important elements in social change. The
cause of social change is the psychology of man himself. Man is by
nature a lover of change. He is always trying to discover new things
in every sphere in life & is always anxious for novel experience. As
a result of this tendency, the mores, traditions, customs etc. of
every human society are perpetually undergoing change. The form
of social relationships is constantly changing in the process of
interations between the tendencies of moving towards the new
while preserving the old . New customs & methods replace the old
traditional customs while old traditions that demand change with
time adapts to changing traditions.
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8. Other Factors – In addition to the above mentioned factors,
another factor of social change in the appearance of new opinions
& thoughts. Eg :- Changes in the attitudes towards dowry, caste
system, female education etc. have resulted in widespread social
variations & modifications. In fact a majority of the social revolutions
take place as a result of the evolution of new ways of thinking. War,
thoughts of great thinkers i.e.- Mahatma Gandhi, Karl Marx etc.
influence the population & has socio-economic impact causing
social change.

13.5 RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Any change is not accepted easily. As we have seen unless
there is mental preparation, no change is accepted by the society.
Thus there are various factors which hinder the social change.

1. Inertia – People should feel the dissatisfaction with existing
situation, then only social change can take place. But many times
people are so much used to that lethargic situation that they do not
wish to change the situation. They have no mental capacity to fight
against the situation & to change it. Such attitude is one of the
obstacles in social change.

2. Habit – Habit is developed through repeated actions for a
long period of effect to break that habit is always resisted.

3. Custom & Tradition – People have inculcated the tradition
& custom through fore father so much that any revolutionary idea to
change the custom is always criticized.

4. Vested Interest – Resistance to the change comes form
such group of people who would be threatened by that change. Any
suggested change is likely to have resistance when it’s not
beneficial to the personal ambitions.

5. Lack of Proper Knowledge – Social change is resisted by
those who lack the knowledge of a new discovery. For want of
facts, misconception & misunderstandings influence attitudes of
people against any change. Illiteracy & ignorance make
understanding of any technological innovation difficult. It took
generations for the Baigas of Central India to accept iron plough
for they were not prepared to hurt their mother earth with a knife. It
is necessary, therefore to educate the people before introducing
any change in their native, traditional setting. Knowledge can clear
misconceptions & make people accept change readily.

6. Desire For Stability – Any change disrupts normal routine
life in which people find stability. They are not sure that the change
is going to be beneficial or harmful. They tend to be apprehensive
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about it. It is the desire for stability that makes people resist
change.

7. Suspicion – When people suspect that a given change is
harmful, anti-social or irreligious, they resist it. Those who believe
that taking vaccine against smallpox is to arouse the wrath of
goddess ‘Mata’ refuse to take inoculation. Superstitions, religious
beliefs & prejudices often contribute to the suspicion that illiterate,
ignorant, tradition bound people entertain against any innovation.

These are some of the stumbling blocks in the process of
acceptance of social change. However, with education, persuasion,
deliberation it is possible to prepare the people mentally to accept
the change, if it is meant for their well-being & welfare of the society
at large. Attitudes of the people can not be changed with the stroke
of a pen, by passing laws or by any other forcible, drastic
measures. When attitudes change favorably, the speed of social
change is accelerated.

13.6 CONCLUSION

All societies change continuously. The world in which we live
the physical environment, people and culture undergo changes.
Society is not static. It is dynamic in the sense that alterations of
various forms & dimensions are continuously taking place in it.
Every moment of our life, we encounter some change or the other.
There are changes of style & fashion, of technology, of market
conditions, of systems, of education, of forms of government, of
likes and dislikes and of individual and group preferences & so on.

Thus social change is change in the social relationship. This
implies that it refers to changes in the social structure and social
relationships of the society.

13.7 QUESTIONS

1. What do you understand by social change?

2. Discuss any one theory of social change in detail?

3. Explain the factors responsible for accelerating the process of
change?

4. Discuss the impact of social change on our environment?

5. Which are the factors that hinder social change?
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14

ENVIRONMENT, SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Unit Structure :

14.0 Objectives

14.1 Introduction

14.2 What is environment?

14.3 Sustainable Development

14.4 Impact of social change on environment

14.5 Conclusion

14.6 Questions

14.7 References

14.0 OBJECTIVES

 To understand the meaning of environment.
 To understand what is sustainable development.
 To make the students know the impact of social change on

environment.

14.1 INTRODUCTION

People are dependent on the natural environment for
meeting all their needs & therefore the inter actions between people
& environment can not be separated. What is important, is to study
the impacts of using resources & how best to manage these, so
that human & environmental needs can be met now in the future.

People have inhabited India for ages & ages & have used
the natural resources for food, shelter, energy & other needs. The
ways humans have used & managed the environment have
changed over the years, but in the last century the population has
grown exponentially. Exponential population growth is not unique to
India, however, in the light of this, there has been greater attention
both nationally & internationally on ‘sustainable development ‘. This
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means meeting social needs for present & future generations by
sustainable development.

What Is Causing Social Change? – The focus in India at present
is on meeting basic needs i.e. ensuring that all citizens have proper
housing, water supply & sanitation, electricity, health care & other
services. There has also been radical changes to the constitution
so that it now reflects the interest of all sectors of population,
creates empowerment of individuals & communities & upholds the
rights of humans & the environment.

What Pressure Is Social Change Putting On The Environment?
– The Indian population is growing & more people means greater
demands on the natural resources & environmental services as well
as increasing the amount of waste & pollution that is generated.
These has also been an enormous movement of people to urban
areas both form rural areas & from other countries. This
concentrates the pressures on the environment & can lead to
problems of sanitation, pollution & crime directly affecting human
health & quality of life.

Differences in wealth among the people of India have also
pressurized natural resources. The more affluent people tend to
consume more resources & generate more waste on a commercial
& domestic level. Eg. Wealthier people, tend to use more resources
such as energy & water & commercial agricultural & industrial
development transforms natural habitats & generates wastes &
pollution. Poor people exert different environmental pressures,
cultivating unsuitable areas of land, overgrazing the veld &
removing large quantities of wood for fuel.

Changes in values and beliefs have also contributed to
environmental change in India. As people move away from rural
areas into an urban, often consumerist setting, they lose the
connection with nature & forget the importance of maintaining
environmental services such as water resources.

14.2 WHAT IS ENVIRONMENT ?

The interaction between environment and society is an area
of major concern to modern sociology. The quality of our social life
depends on the quality of the natural environment, and human
actions have a direct impact on the ecosystem. According to
Milbrath (1989 : 607), human actions have brought about more
changes to the planet during the last two centuries than changes to
our planet from all causes over the course of the last billion years. It
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is estimated that the global economy has expanded more in the last
seven years than in the 10,000 years since agriculture began.

The technology that enabled the unprecedented economic
growth of the 20th century has had a dramatic effect on our natural
resources. Global consumption of wood has doubled, paper use
has increased six times, and the use of tossil rules is up nearly five-
fold. Grain consumption has tripled, and fish consumption has
increased five-fold. The resulting environmental stress includes
shrinking horsts, and werrands, eroding soil and wral reets,
pollution of international waters, collapsing fisheries, vanishing
plant and animal species and temperatures. Half the world’s
population lives on coastlines, rivers and estuaries, including, rural
people who rely on waterways for their liver hoods- fishing,
hansportation, communication, and irrigation for farmlands. Based
on U. N. population prediction, by 2050 one in five people is likely
to live in a country with severe shortages of fresh water serious
enough to threaten health and economic well-being.

Unlike other creatures, humans make deliberate choices that
after the face of the planet, therefore they have the primary
responsibility for maintaining a healthy and diverse ecosystem.
More than at any other time in history, people now reause that the
civilization they have built may not survive. The limits of Growth
perspective which emerged in the 1970s points out that unlimited
growth is neither desirable nor sustainable. Petroleum, natural gas,
Clean air, Fresh water, and the earth’s top soil are all finite
resources that will exhaust if we continue to pursue growth at any
cost. The limits to growth perspective agues that humanity must
implement effective policies to control the growth of population,
material production and the use of resources in order to avoid
environmental degradation.

Today there is a general consensus that the world cannot be
at peace unless all living things truly experience the ecosystem in
equilibrium. As crucial relationships between worlds species and
their environment are attend and even destroyed, the integrity of
the planet’s life-support system is threatened. An area nearly the
size of western Europe has lost most of its productivity from man’s
abusive use. Another 2.25 billion acres, an area larger than
Australia, has degraded, requiting care and restoration. Worldwatch
Institute Calculates that top soil loss means an annual decreases
ingrain production of a million ????. as we deplete precious natural
resource and degrade the environment we also destroy its ability to
reiuvenate itself. For example, scientists predict that the North Sea
will be bead within the next few years. For thousands of years, it
wasable to absorb the fifth of Europe’s cities but it also had the
capacity to cleanse inself. Now the assault has become
overpowering as European nations dump around 700,000 tonnes of
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merary, nitrogen phosphorus, cadmium, lead and zinc into this sea
every year, Today we share this planet with numerous instruments
of total destruction; over 30,000 nuclear weapons and untold
quqntines of deadly biological and chemical material. Heavy use of
fertilizers, pesticides, and hertocides contaminates rivers and
ground water. Ozone depletion destraction of rain to rests, and
pollution of water ways have disabtions transnational
consequences.

There is also injustice in the way the industrialized world
progress has been paid by developing countries. Every year the
industrialized west produces millions of tones of industrial and toxic
waste and often uses the Third World as a convenient dumping
ground. The united states alone produces about 160 million tones
of solid waste per year. Poor counties such as Haiti Cameroon, and
many others have been “persuadea’ to accept, for a fee, toxic
garbage from rich industrialized countries, As much as to per cont
carbon dioxide emission, which cause global warming, it from
Europe and America. The sea level rise due to global warming
could destroy countries like Bangladesh, Thailand, and even Egypt.
Abdul Gayoom of the mal tives said in the United Nations: Global
warming means the death of our country of 1,190 small islands, we
did not contribute to this impending catastrophe to our nation and
alone we cannot save overserves. Japan is the largest importes of
timber in the world primarily for paper production and disposable
chopsticks. The forests of the Philippines, Thailand, Canada, and
Malaysia are being destroyed to fulltill Japan’s needs. Almost one
billion these are cut down every year to provide disposable diapers
to babies. Although they cover only about 7 percent of the earth’s
surface, tropical rain forests are home to almost 70 percent of all
plant and animal species most of which have not yet been
identified. The global ecological crisis is leading scientists to a new
understanding of the relationship of man with nature, and the need
to take a holilstic approach to problems.

Let us now look at some of the major environmental issues.

Global warming or the greenhouse effect is one of the major
concerns of the world today. It has been well documented that
cholrofly carbons or CFCs which are found in so many household
products, when released into the air, accumulate in the upper
atmosphere, and reacting with sunlight they form chlorine atoms-
here atoms destroy the ozone layer which serves to limit the
amount of harmful ultraviolet radiation from the sun reaching the
earth. The depletion of the ozone layer is linked to global warming,
increase in human skin cancers, desirous effect on plants and
animals, and the re-emergence of disease such as cholera and
vinal levers. Although there is some skepticism about the impact of
global warming, there is mounting evidence that it is the planets
biggest environmental problem. There is also no doubt that the
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advanced industrialized nations are the biggest consumer of
energy. Industrialized countries represent roughly 20 percent of the
humanity but utilize over 80 percent of the world’s energy. The
poorest 20 percent in the world consume 1.3 percent of the world’s
goods and services and account for about 8 percent of
carbonaioxide emissions. A typical American adult consumes one
hundred times more energy every year than the average member
of the world’s poorest societies. Yet, the united states has failed to
rality the 1997 kyoto Perotocol signed by 160 nations which
identified wap industrialized and developing countries can reduce
emission of gases responsible for the greenhouse effect. And the
latest reports by experts warn that by 2010 aviation emissions
alone will wipe out any progress made on emission-reduction
through the Kyoto-Protocol.

Water conservation is another major environmental issue.
The simple truth is that with out water life and growth ceases. It is
estimated that 1,000 tonnes of water are needed to produce a
single tonne of harvested grain. Worldwide, agriculture uses about
65 percent of all water removed from rivers, lakes and aquiters for
human activities, compared with 25 percent of industries. According
to current predictions, within the next thirty years, more than a
billion people in north Africa and the middle east will lack necessary
water. The global consumption of water, estimated at about 5 billion
cubic feet per year, has Hipled since 1950 and is expanding faster
than the world’s population. Given the population growth, nearly
three billion people or 40 percent the projected world population will
live in water stress counties by 2015. ground water mining can lead
to a variety of irreversible effects. In wastal areas, over pumping
can cause, saltwater to invade test water aquifers, contaminating
supplies. This has occurred in Gujarat where irrigators have hcavily
over pumped local aquifers. Groundwater depletion can also
reduce the earths national capacity to stone water. Another
problem is that many of the major rivers of the world are completely
tapped out during the deier part of the year that very little water is
cost to the sea during the dry season. This is true of most rivers in
India including the Ganga. Some cities dump untreated sewae and
paetially cremated bodies in the Ganga. Industrial waste,
pesticides, and herbicides enter the waterways through dumping as
well as run off from farms and homes. Such pollution sometime
causes massive fish kills and many chemicals became more
concentrated as they pass up through the food chain, with the
humans receiving the highest doses. In short, there all two issues
relative to water. The first is, to course, conservation. Rain water
hawests and small check dams are significant measures to
conseue water. The second issue relates to deaning up of the
water way and measures needed in prevent future pollution of the
sources of water. Kaltes pollution results not only from international
dumping but also from the sun off of agricultural fecticizers,
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chemical and wastes. Ganga Action Plan, launched in 1985, to
clean up the river and restore water quality is an example of a
belated initiative on the part of the government.

Deterioration of air quality is another environmental problem.
The thick, black smoke beiched form factory smokes tricks and
emissions from motors vehicles constitute the major source of air
pollution. The rich countries have taken a number of steps of
reduce air pollution. Scientists have devised new Technological to
reduce nokious of step’s exhaust from factories and automobiles.
The coal tires that choked London a halt-century ago are now for
bidden. However, in many less developed countries people still
relyon wood, wal, peat, and other fuels for cooking and heating. In
India it took a ruling from the apex will to force automobiles to
reduce emissions in the wake of continuous deterioration of all
quality in the nation’s capital.

Preserving the rain forests is yet another environmental
issue. South America, especially Brazil, west –central Africa and
Sout-east Asia are home to regions of dense forestation. The
word’s rain forests cover an area of some 2 billion acres, roughly 7
percent of the earth’s total land surface. At the current rate of
destruction the rain forests will disappear by the end of the next
century. India has only 2 percent of forest and the continuous loss
of free cover and top soil hassled to droughts and Hoods.
Deforestation also impacts on biological diversity because of the
shrinking habitat available to faunal and Horal species. Logging,
mining, gracing, agriculture, industrialization, and urbanization alter
terrestrial and aquatic habitats in warp that make less able to
support life or valuable ecosystem services. Consider the case of
large dams. There are nearly 40,000 large dams and countless
smaller dams around the world. Needless to say, dams, and
resewoirs are not an unmitigated evil. They increase crop
production by providing additional irrigation, check Hoods, and
create opportunities for developing inland pisriculture. But they also
mean huge displacement and submergence of vast tracks of land,
often previous forest land. There has been no public debate in Laos
of the government decision to feed Thailand’s energy apperite by
building more than twenty-three dams by the year 2010. In India the
chipko movement raised the level of public consciousness about
the dangers to which all forms of will huge are exposed. And the
demands made by the Narmada Bachao Andolan spotlight the
development Vs. environment debate.

Finally, the loss of biodiversity is a significant environmental
problem which requires immediate attention. In this hunt for new
articles of fancy, man began to kill bird and beast, not to improve
the living standards but to satisfy his ego and fancy. Some blid
species became almost extinct because they had beautiful
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plumages with which wealthy women warked to adom they hats.
The chino and tiger population suffered because some people
believed that they bonus and somebody parts had aphrodisiac
properties. Also, thousands of spcies of palants and animals are
being lost each year to wars, pests, disease, climate change
urbanization, the global marketing of exotic breeding material and
large state industrial agriculture our planets biodiversity provides
vast and varied sources of food. Just think of the world without the
Bengal Tiger, Chinese panda, Australian Kangaroo, theAfrican
giraffe, of the magnificent exphants. About 12 percent of animal
speies including 41 percent of all recognized rish speies live in the
1 percent of the earth’s surface that is fresh water. According to
experts, at least one – fifth of all fresh water fish species have
become extinct, threatened, or endangered in recent years and
entire fresh water faunas have disappeared. The experience of
Asia chicken formers who were forced to busy or incinerate millions
& Chickens because of the avian true may foreshadow a larger
epidemic on the horizon. Over ten thousand varieties of wheat used
to be cultivated in China and the Philippines had thousands of
variety of rice. Now there are only a few varieties lift in India, the
Nayadanya movement is responding to the loss of biodiversity by
protecting local varieties of wheat, rice, and other crops by
cataloging then and declaring them common property. Navdanya
has also set up locally owned seed banks, farm supply stores and
storage facilities, and has helped establish ‘Zones of freedom’ –
villages that pledge to reject chemical fertilizers and pesticides,
generally engineered seeds and patents on life.

In the wards of Abramovtie (Brawn 1996-77).

We need to see the ecosystem in their entirely : rivers and
lakes, along with their entire watersheds and all the physical,
chemical and biological elements, all parts of complex integrated
systems. Human inhabitants are also part of those systems and we
need to learn to manage such system in ways that maintain their
integrity. In such a flexible ecosystem – based approach, resources
would be managed over large enough was to allow their species
and ecological processes to remain intact while allowing human
activity. On a social level, all stakeholders would be involved
indetining issues, setting priorities, and implementing solutions.

14.3 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Sustainable development (SD) is the process which effect
very balances the needs of development which concerns not the
health of the environment. it is characterized by economic and
social growth that does not exhaust the resources of a host country,
that respect and safeguards the economic, cultural and natural
environment; that involves grass roots participation and builds
indigenous institutions, and that is nurtimed by eco-friendly policies
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and programmes. Developments is sustainable only when it
permanently requires investment in human capital-in education,
health, hood security, and the total well-being of the population.
The United Nations sponsored two worldwide summits the Rio
conference on environment and development. In 1992 and the
Johnnesburg Kbrld summit on SD in 2002 which encouraged
government to partnel with NGOs and private industry to make a
bold commitment to applying SD principles in every area where
humans impact on the environment.

As the time (August 2002 : A 8) special on Green century put it

With 6.1 billion people relying on the resources of the same
small planet, we are coming to realize that we are drawing from a
finite account. The amount of crops, animal and others biomatier
we extract from the earth each year exceeds what the planet can
replace by an estimated 20 percent, meaning it takes 14.4 months
to replenish what we use in 12 deficit spending of the worst kind.
Sustainable development works to reverse that, to expand to
resource base and adjust how we use it so we are living of
biological interest without ever touching principal.

Two billion people lack reliable access to safe, nutritious
foods, and 800 millions a them including 800 million children are
chronically malnourished. Yet, most of the agricultural practices are
based on unsustainable development. We resort to improved
varieties which require enormous amounts of water and chemical
fertilizers Betler crop rotation and irrigation can help but what is
even more important is development of indigendus crops and the
use of organic natural nourishment. One case in poing is the
probiotic fertilizers made of composts of agricultural waste and
animal manual developed by the Ahmedabad – based institute of or
studies and transformation studies have shown that probiotic
fertilizers make souls and plants heautheir, capale of withstanding
pests and droughts.

Although the world 70 percent water, only 2-5 percent of its
fresh and only a fraction of that is accessible. With increasing
population growth and urbanization, by 2025 nearly two-third of the
worlds population will be facing serious water shortages. Since
agriculture accounts for almost two0third of the fresh water
consumed, the UN calls for a ‘more crop per drop’ approach based
on efficient irrigation techniques. Rain water conservation and
watershed management and more prudent use of water are
important SD principles.

The world’s appetice for energy is growing and the demands
are met by burning fossil, fuels such as oil, wal, and gas which
release more carbon diovide and other greenhouse gases. SD
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principles require the development and use of cheaper, cleaner and
renewable sources. Wind and solar power can be harnessed every
efficiently small communities may be encouraged to setup micro-
hydroelectric plants from streams and livers.

It is estimated that 36 million acres of forest are raced
annually and more than 11,000 species of plants and animals are
threatened with extinction. Only now we have come to realize the
perilus inherent in the prevailing models of development : the
atmosphere tilled with toxins, oleano polluted and tishood to
exhaustion, rain forests chopped down water contaiminated and
wasted, soil eraded and truned bareen, and essential flora and
fauna lost forever. So there is a new urgency to follow the
fundamental principal of SD : balancing economic growth with
environmental protection. The programme of sustainable
development includes the following : use of indigenous technology,
grass roots participation in development, eco friendly agriculture
with organic manual and crop diversity, rain water conservation,
recycling waste material, use of renewable source of energy such
as solar and wind power, saving forests, minimicing all types of
pollution and preservaliors of biodiversity. Time (August 2002 : 19)
observes :

Those who protess to care about the environment and yet
soon the goal of development only undermine both causes for the
poorest members of the human family in particular, development
means the chance to feed, school and care for themselves and
their children. But development that takes like account of
sustainability is ultimate self – deteating. Prosperity built on the
despolation of the natural environment is no peroserity at all, only a
temporary reprieve tfrom future disaster. The issue is not
environment vs. development or ecology vs. economy; the two can
be integrated. Nor is this a question of rich vs. poor; both have an
interest in sustainable development.

14.4 WHAT ARE THE IMPACTS OF SOCIAL CHANGE
ON THE ENVIRONMENT?

More people means more demand for resources. In 1996
domestic demand for water was 11% of the total. By 2030 it is
predicated that this demand will increase to 23% of the total.
Already alternative sources of fresh water such as desalination of
sea water & importing water from other countries are being
investigated to meet this demand, although these are currently
prohibitively expensive & may not be environmentally sustainable.
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Uncontrolled settlement development can also result in
problems of pollution, health hazards & inadequate housing &
services provision contributing to informal sector activities & crime.
Natural resources in areas surrounding settlements are generally
under greater pressures than those in areas of less dense human
habitation.

The impact of poverty on the environment include
deforestation from excessive collection of wood for fuel, soil
degradation through cultivation of unsuitable soils & exploitation of
rare & endangered species to supplement incomes. An inability to
adequately provide for the basic needs of the population will lead to
collapse of the natural ecosystem services & deterioration in quality
of life.

The government has developed a number of policies &
passed a number of laws which aim to alleviate the pressures of
social imbalances on natural resources & to promote sustainable
development. These include the reconstruction & development
programme, a white paper on population policy & the national crime
prevention strategy.

The government has also initiated several housing
development schemes, electrification & water services schemes, as
well as identifying local areas for economic development & job
creation. The largest proportion of the national budget is directed
towards education, reflecting the governments policy priority
concern of nation building and empowerment of it’s people.

14.5 CONCLUSION

Over the millennia, changes in the natural environment have
impacted on the social life of human beings. Loss of forest,
desertification, soil erosion, environmental degradation of climatic
changes have significantly influenced the way human beings live in
groups. Many of these changes have been gradual & slow. Today
air & water pollution, acid rain, the greenhouse effect & dumping of
chemical wastes have led to a worldwide environmental movement.
Public awareness has forced national governments & international
organizations to act in defense of our planet. In many ways it has
changed both the individual of the social way of life.

14.6 QUESTIONS

Q.1 Discuss some of the major environmental issues in detail.
Q.2 “It is very essential to preserve the rain forest” – comment.
Q.3 What do you mean by sustainable development?

Q.4 What will be the impact of social change on environment?
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SYLLABUS

FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIOLOGY

F.Y.B.A PAPER - I

OBJECTIVES :

1. To introduce students to the basic concepts in sociology.
2. to familiarize students with the theoretical aspects of

different concepts.

1. Sociology as a discipline (15 lectures)

 perspectives in Sociology : Functionalist, Conflict,
Interpretive, Critical

 Sociological Imagination-Developing a sociological outlook.
 Significance of sociology

2. Culture (15 lectures)

 Understanding culture
 Characteristics of culture
 Types of culture-Subculture, counterculture
 Ethnocentrism, Xenocentrism, Cultural relativism
 Components of culture
 Towards a global culture

3. Society and Groups (15 lectures)

 Evolution of society: Hunting, Food gathering, Feudal,
Industrial, Post-Industrial

 Types of social groups
 In group, Out group
 Primary group, Secondary group
 Electronic community (networking)

4. Social institutions: Concept and Significance (15 lectures)

 Social Stratification
 Bases of Stratification: Caste, Class, Gender, Age
 Religion : Church, Sect, Cult
 Political Institution: State and Government, Types of States
 Economic Institutions: Capitalism, Socialism, Informal

Economics.
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5. Socialization (15 lectures)

 Socialization as a process
 Agencies of socialization
 Development of self : C H Cooley, G H Mead
 Gender socialization
 Political socialization
 Resocialization

6. Social Change (15 lectures)

 Theories of Change : Evolutionary, Functionalist, Conflict
 Factors of Social change
 Resistance of change
 Environment, Sustainable development and social change

Note: Topics I to III will be done in the first term and topics IV
to VI in the second term.
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